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THE FOR ATKA AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN ETHNIC GROUP:
THEtAJUNS"OF ALABAMA
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In th 'le, there

s peopie that hi- nly rec ntly acquii d a collective identity. They
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i habi al area nine miles wide by eighteen miles long which WJS Once

practically isolated from the environing society. Ciitofffrotn the opportunity

structure of the larger society, the residents of this commu ity have eked out a

bare existence in the stark, piney woods of the Gulf Coast. "They are probably

the privec group in America, the way one government agency employee

summed up the situation. A county official agreed with this description: They

have absolutely no ca h rese es " As a third group in a Black-White world,

they are the objects of di_ -irnination by both majority and minority. Indeed,

they are so poor that they do not even pos,ess a name that pleases them. They

bear the name Cajun.

According to one tradition, the word "Cajun" was first used about 1885

by State Senator L. W. McRae to refer to this part of his constituency because

he believed they resembled the Cajuns of Louisiana. However, there is no evidence

of any kind to support a belief that there is any hi torical connection between these

people and the Louisiana Cajuns. In the past, the Alabama people have generally

been offended by being referred to as Cajuns and have refused to be identified

by the term. The basis of their offense seems not to have been simply a negative
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ponse to the e hnic connotations of the tern, but, rather to the fact that they

felt the term was used in a der gatory mnner.. Within the past several months

there seems to be a slight change in attitude among some of the members of the

community regarding the use of the term Cajun. This change in attitude is

particularly evident a ong the young people and seems to parallel a development

am. ng Bla ks in which efforts are being made to change the Black self-image.

These people have begfin to develop such sl gans as "Cajuns Are Beautiful!

and "Cajun Power ." lroni ally this development also parallels a move toward

heightened ethnic consciousness among the Louisiana Cajuns (Morin-Chandler,

1973: 1) , This recent development notwithstanding, the term Cajun" is both

historically inaccurate and, in general, unappreciated by the people themselves.

There is another connotation of the use of the term Cajun by the outsid

which deserves ntion. It is undoubtedly true that many outsiders do not

intend to use the term "Cajun' in a derogatory sense but simply do not have

another term to use. Whites and Blacks in the area rarely if ever use the term

in the presence of the people themselves. Local Whites use the word "Cajun"

much as they use the word "Nigger ." They may use both expressions frequently

in their o n group, but local eticluette tends to prohibit the usage of either term

when the referents of the terms are physically present.

It is also doubtful that the residents of the isolate have a consistent term

to use in reference to themselves. Thislact may be the most important key to

understanding the nature of this isolate. It represents a major dilemma that a

study of the group presents for the researcher, If the group had a name that it

accepted, or, if they had a coherent tradition and cust hich linked the



members to one another, the job of nnswerinq the question, Cajun

might be a simpler me . The fact that She group cannot be said to be bound by a

pervasive unifying factor which results in a strong sense of oroup Identification
an

presents the recearcher withranonialy. Here is a community with an estimated

14500 inhabitants. They are reqardccl by local residents as neither White nor

Black. It is qc'nerally recognized by the people thcmeIves a-; well s hy Blacks

and Whites that they are a recent mixture of several distinct peoples. It is

acknowledged that they are "diffe " from the Black and White communities

surrounding them , However, the -e is no evidence that the people have a coherent

set of customs legends. traditions, festivals, special holidays, or other identifyinq

symbols to unite them . The people do not have a unique r ligion of their own nor

do all belong to the same religious denomination. There is no one tribal chief or

community leader around which the group asa group can be said to be united.

The community represents a unique ethnic i land in that the custoniary factors

that can be identified as uniting a people are, not present. On the other hand,

it would be a major distortion to intimate that these people do not have a sense

of group o isciousness. They do, but t is a consciousness derived from factors

other than those tracliti natty regarded as important .

Perhaps the best way to place in perspective the position this cir up has
in its social rnileau is to reconstruct the historical events that led to its formation

and subsequent development. In 1836 during the administration of President

Andrew Jackson, the Indian peoples occupying the geographical area

now concerned with were forced to migr

thousand persons remained behind after the

n territories. About two

A second exodus took

place in 1838, at which Ume General Winfield Scott was able to report: "Al I the
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Alabama (ndians with few, f any, exceptions" are in the process of removal

(Tipton, 1921) Presertday leaders of the group strongly believe that members

e Choctaw tr ibe were given perrnksion to desert the westward migration

and return to Ala barna on the promise that when they returned they would not

form a tribe. The likelihood that Choctaws and possibly other groups as well

did return to the area and intermarry with the Reed offspring and other locals

of simitar nature is a plausible theory about the origin of the present isolate.

No account of these people would be complete without going into further

detail about the Reed fa Iy. The Reed family has provided this people with

historical figuro, Rose Reed, whom they have elevated to a legendary status in

their myth of rrlgin. Such a development frequently occurs among recently

formed peoples or among older groups th-t are struggling to maintain their

collective id ntity. For example, the Melungeons of Tennessee trace their origins

to the Phonecians. The Lull-thee Indians of North Carolina believe they are des-
.

cended frn White settlers of Sir WlIter Raleihts Lost Colony who were captured

by Indians. And, in the case of the Alabama Cajuns they take consideralile

pride in recounting the fa -t that Rose Reed lived to be 110 years old and that

nu e ous descendants issued from her union with Daniel Reed. Although it is

not prominently recounted, there definitely exists a leg nd among people in the

area that Rose was a "beautiful prince " who w s brought by Daniel Reed fr

one of the islands of the West Indies The known facts do not lend strong support

to this beli f about her origin. The historical record does not clearly indicate

what her husband's ethnic heritage might have been. According to oral tradition,

he came from Santo Domino during the early 19th century. He may have been



port-French or pa -t-S Early Alabaini territo ial and sta e documents

identify him as a "free person Ior" or as a "free (To I in, 1823: 11) .

The documenta y record of Rose has her first appearing as a slave in Alabama.

although she o ce listed her birthplace as Mississippi. The records show that

Daniel purchased her from a white master and, that in F bruary, 1818 Rose was

ncipated by an act of the territorial legislature.

Even tho gh the proportion of Indian admixture to this isolate cannot be

accurately determined, the fate of Da iel Reed's descendants is a matter of public

record. In fact, the Reed fa ily tree as well as the geneology of other major

families in the isolate have been carefully investigated by a number of persons.1

Such an interest in geneology probably stemmed from the gr wing Jim Crowisrn of

the late 19th and early 20th centuries wh ch saw the lines of segregation gradually

harden. Not only did the separation of the races become a more vital issue, but

the laws defining racial composition based on ancestry broadened so as to exclude

from white society anyone with "Negro blood" no matter how much d luted. The

light skin color of some persons known as Cajuns would permit them, on the basis

of their physical characteristics, to cross the color line, The identification of

families presumed to be Cajun was therefore necessary to avoid social integration.

For the first eneration at least, the task of following Reed's progeny is

not difficult. All of his children are iderrtifiecl in the county records, although not

all shared his estate. Four of the five daughters marriedall of them to white men

--and the three sons married mulatto sister . These seven unions produced an

irnpr ssive total of 65 children who lived beyond infancy. Their ancestry may

be unc.ertai but not their fecundity. On no occasion did Reed's descendants

6



o themselves as Negro; in the census reports Ihe- ore al ays listed as

mulatto with the exception of one family which was listed as white. (Descendants

f this particular family now s rn to have gained almost complete acceptance in

the white community. Older persons of the white com u ity, as well as in the

isolate, are generally aware of the early history of the family, and will speak a it

in a quarded manner, But their knowledqe is not openly acted upon. It aware tly
oo explosive.)

Not until 1950 were the Census e- t itted to use local desic

nations for minorities. One of the Census enumerators who participated in the 1950

Census reported to the authors that he met privately with one of the leading

residents of the community and asked him what term should be used on the forms.

The resident replied that "Indian' was preferred . The Census enu e tor

--a hite manindicated that he used the term lndi n" exclusively in his assigned

area on the basis of that conversation, One investigator, after studying the 1950

Census, not only found the di-tinctive listings (734 Indian and 361 Cajun), but also

determined on the basis of surnames

were about 288 persons listed as white and 449 as Negro who were a part of the

Cajan ) group.2 These fi_ures relate only to Washington County, but by this

time many persons identified with the group lived in adjacent Mobile County. No

enumerator in Mobile County used the term Cajun or Ca,jari in the 1950 Census.

It has been estimated, on the basis of I c I surnames and family sequences, that

aPparent family relationships "that there

86 persons were classified

1964) .

I dians, 737 as white, and 137 as Neg (Beale,
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Such prolife a 'on supports the obvious fact that families other t

Reed branch, erising from similar circumstances, contributed to the to nbership

of the isolate. The three most common surnames are Weaver. Reed , and Byrd
in that order. Other names associated with the isolate ate Taylor, livers. Young,

Daugherty, Firy nt, Cole, Snow, and Patrick. Even though intermarriage between

them has become ra her common, ea h derived from separate proqnitors. Lernuel

Byrd appears in the Mobile Co nty Census report of 1840 as a free person of cal

having reportedly come from North Carolina with Andrew Jackson during the

I dian campaigns. His wife Anna r putedly was named Weaver and was likely

related to the two Wea rs, cl iming to be from Georgia, who appear in the 1830

Mobile County Census as free persons of color (See Price, 1950: 99,100). Some

of the other family name's of he isolate have been identified as deriving from

whites who married into the group, and one entry, Chestang, pos ibly indicates

Creole origins. This cannot be definitely est@ bl ished, however, leav ing the

exact comporition of this isolate to await more scientific means of genetic

determination. efforts by several researchers to utilize procedures such as

blood typing, obtaining cephalic indices, etc., are known to have been -Ittempted,

but unsuccessfully, because of opposition by persons in the conirnunity.

This community has been so isolated from the larger society that few

residents of the state of-Alabama know it exIsts. When the authors mention the

group, they typically receive a response like, "I didn't know there were any

Cajuns in Alabama, 1 thought they all lived in Louisia Then we usually

explain that the Cajuns Louisiana are persons of French descent whom the



British deported from their homes in Acadia ("Acadian became "A-ca-d un,"

and eventu lly "Cajun"). Their obscurity as well as the mystery that surrounds

the Alabama com unity is documented in the following t cdote:

The topic of discussion in a sociology classroom at Mobile College during

the Spring of 1972 centered around the combined effo

9

ylde by the Federal

e n ent, members of the Carson-Newrnan College fac lty, and local community

leaders, to help the Melungeon people of Sneedville, Tenness e develop a program

of con iunity improvement. References to the Melungeons as being a people of

mixed ethnic background who had not been assimilated into the dominant

surrounding culture ultimately led to a question about a group of people closer

to the vicinity of Mobile College. One student wanted to know if any programs

had been developed to help the "Cajuns" that lived near McInt sh, Alabama about

35 miles northwest of M bile. The answer given by the professor was that he felt

fairly confident that no programs had been developed but that the student should

be cautious in his use of the word "Cajun" because he understood that the people

of that area were sensitive to the use of that name.

The stud nt wanted to know if they were not "Cajuns," then who were they.

Several class members offered opinions as to the character and make up of the

group. One of the Black students Said that the people were of lower social status

than the Blacks, and sometimes worked as servants in the homes _f Blacks.

This opinion led to a vehement denial by another student that the previous

statement was untrue and that the truth was that the people in question would

have nothing to do with Blacks. Another student said that he did not know what

their ethnic make-up was but that they had a reputation for violence and were



known to carry a "swear to

given thtit a "swear to
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Ito their logs. The definition was thor

big knife and that particularly the male high

school student would "swear to god" to cut your throat if you crossed him. The

professor offered the opi ion that apparently I here w not much accurate

information available about the group and that an xceilent opportunity for

r _search was oper for anyone who wanted to make a study of the group.

Until the implernenta licil of the 1904 Civil Rights Acts, the t o counties in

which these people reside suportrd three separate scho I systems: Pluck, White,

and "India " Piy 1969 nnly one predominantly Cajun (and Indi n) sch_ I rtniained

--Reed's Chapel Elernerary school. During the period when the Cajun school

system Wa S in full operation, the Cajuns appear to have developed rather well

defined subgroupings d around each elf their neighborhood schools. It

has been suggested that during this period there wore "minorities among

mninortties" as different status rankings were identified with the school groupings

(Weaver, 1969) . One local white called these neighborhood g oupings "little

Ca Since 1969 practically all lhe Cajun youth have gone to desegregated

schools. There is evidence that they have tended to form cliques within the

schools and especially to d&end th ir own people if lights should occur between

members of the different groups.

Actually the school situetion in the area has be n troubled for deco

In 1930 a court hearing was held in Washington County to deter ine whether or

nut two students from the isolate could be legally excluded from the white public

schools. The Court decided in favor of the school system, on the grounds that

the children wer "persons of cot 11 n a similar case in Mobile County in the
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did not Uc Ia sify -cfl15c)vc, as negro
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which showed that the person in question

Ily co identify the " Yet

ne p ved to be all-important, a -I th itidge ( that trial r( t

The very conflicting and voluminous oral evidence admitted
in this case is not so direct and persuasive to the Court as is the
documentary evidence that these children have a drop or 1/64 negro
blood through their maternal ancestor, and this regardless of such
evidence touching their social relations in life. This case presents
a most reeirettable situation, hut our law and evidence as I find it,
1 must decree that they be asr;ioned to other schools than those
provided for the white race.

The upshoot of these dciii al as that mnvniber s of the qroup received little

no schooling. They refused to attend Black schools, and for several years had

none of their own. Eventually, a three school syst -gun in both counties

Pupil as ignrnents were made by the school superintendents, who on the ba

court rulings, were phiven full power to do With the implementation of the

Civil Rinhts Act, h wever, this arrangement has been greatly al t

The third school system wa never adequately staffed or funded. Competing

for tax dollars in an area where expenditures for white schools--not to mention

Black scho I -has ne n lavish, the third school system was at a great

disadvanta . Hence, as late as 1969, there were schools where two teachers

taught all 12 grades. Magnolia School, for example, had 44 student . The teacher

I inte viewed retre bered teaching the 6th 7th, Bth, 9th, lath, and 12th grades

all in one roo (NO eleventh graders happened to be enrol led in Magnolia School

that partic lar year, ) Hill Spring School had the same arrangement, but with 60

students, Charity Chapel, with 90 students, had 3 teachers, and Pleasant View,

with 120 students, had 4 teachers. All of these teachers, inciden Ily,

11
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white. "They vvouicl n %wed teacho r " one Info thlel us.

"The School Lioil d in earlier ye.if -:-,end

refused to atten(.1 ihe set

Black toachrrs, r it the Ca) uns

Glsnerd Weavcr, the principal nf Re d Chapel School, was part

ybody

who corns town hir weirt to lake pin crrc of peopk in rocigocl cic4hes tunil c

down Iicks, and old wnsh t Dur people resent this, Why don't they tell

people are hti itch no, t tie kids who are going to

college, the a rch paste " The most impressive changes, as

11) About half _f the ho Ses now have indoor

concerned that we ell about the irnprov ements , not j iist the problcrn

bout the new brick home

Mr.. Weaver hsted them,

ptumhinq facilities. 2) About 5 percent of the hien are in business for them 9 Ives,

either as propriet f st all businesses or as independent pulpwood operators.

3) A number of the residents of the corrimnuirii ty ar e branching out into

occupations other than pulpwood pirecur iment. Sorne of these jobs are SP i-

skilled. (4) Many of the w !m reobtainincj public eployriient. 5evraI of the

school teachers are co unity residents. "Ilof the teachers.t this school are

Indians, with the exception of One tecber who is a Fltack." (5) All hut one of

the pas ors of the Baptist churches, and approximately half of the IHoliness pastors

group e bers, The othe t . (The psters of the Method ist

churches and the Roman Catholic chu ch are white-) (6) A few of the members

of the community now hold political offices. To be sure, these are minor of fi
p

but the group lc beco ing politically a roof their strength and their legal riqhts.
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Some community residents were less sanguine about the changes that have

occurred They readily acknovIedged the gains in education that are occurring

ond the in1provernert In living conditions gene ally, but they had reservations

about changes in beha ior patterns. One of the pastors commented that he

believed there vias as much "drunkenness and immoral i y" now as there was 20

years go A lawyer said: "Seventy-five percent of the crimes of violence in

Otis county occurs in the eastern tip where the Cajuns I ive." Another white

respondent obser ed: ''You know, there is a low caste of Cajuns that really

iorks o I y three clays a week. They're a lot I ike colored people In that respe t ."

It is interesting that this white individual w a re f dist inct ions within the

roinor ity group itself, and hastened to add that certain fa ilies were making a

re-al effort to improve themselves. It is our impression, based on several years

of studying the area, that this effort is substantial and widespread. When we

t ik d with residents of the community, we sensed a feeling of well being and

sm albeit a caLjtkusoptlrnisrn, The old attitudes of hostility to ard

ot.itsiders are still evident, and border at ti es on pararia. It Is an under-.

standable response, however, for these people--as a peoplehave had few friends.

Not even the courts- hIch in America have been a source of support for sane

minor i tieshave sided with them

A final rote about the role of kinship tintczges in providing sense of

grAnip conscious'ness for The Indians of South Alabama may be an appropriate

point to conclude this report designed to answer the question, "Who are the. Caj ns

of South Alabartia?" The fact that there are exten ive kinship I inkages, am

Chi s relatively large popolation Is proibly t he strongest single factor prov id ing

3
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a sense of in-group consciousness, identification, and c hesiveness. When

questioned about what is really the best name to use in referring to the people

of the isolate, residents from w thin the group replied that among themselves

the name Como ill y used when r ferring to fellow group members is that they

a "our people." The comment was also made that this is a real sense of in-

group comfort and security which exists among the people, In recent years. due

to pressure for upward mobility, it has not been unco mon for members of the,

community to rrove to Mobile, New Orl ans, or other cities seeking to gain a new

identificati n. When their people cone back to visit (or to live) their most

frequent comment is reported to be that they were never able to feel as happy,

or comfortable, or secure, any place else as they feel when they ar

" ur people."

411
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Notes

1See particularly Green, 14-24, and Calvin L. Beale to Bibb B. Huffstutler,
September 4 and 6, 1964. Manuscript letters in possession &author. Green
mentions four different people in Washington and Mobile counties who have records
on the Reed family.

2Beale to Huffstutler, September L. 1964. Manuscript letter in possessionof the authors.
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